The Adventure:
Have a moonlight Adventure outdoors! Head outside to play Shadow Tag. The full moon will create the shadows. The Beaver Scout who is “it” needs to step on the shadow of another Beaver Scout to “tag” him or her and make that Beaver Scout “it.”

For Scouters
This will be a winter Adventure so that you can best see moonlight shadows during the time of the Colony meeting.

Safety note:
White Tails, this is a chance to help the Colony learn ways to stay safe in winter weather. What will you share about frostbite, hypothermia and wearing layers of clothing, mitts, toques and boots?

Plan:
• When is the next full moon? How can you find out?
• What is the weather forecast?
  • Will it be a clear night so you can see the moon?
  • What will you need to wear for this Adventure?
• How will you mark the area where you will play the game?
• How will you decide who is “it”?
• How will a Beaver find a Scouter if he or she needs help?
• What other games of tag might be fun on your Moonlight Adventure?

Do:
• Dress warmly and head out for your moonlight Adventure.
• Ready… Set… You’re “it”!

Review:
Over hot chocolate, reflect on your Adventure:
• What do you know now that you did not know before this Adventure?
• How did you respect your friends while playing tag?
• What surprised you, frustrated you or delighted you during the game?
• What other games are fun to play outside on a night with a full moon? Have you ever played “Fox and Geese?”

Online Resources:
How to build a Fox & Geese track in the snow